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One of the most remarkable facts about physical world is the almost perfect
uniformity that meshes so well with convenient mathematical tools. In part, this is
due to the enormous numbers of elementary particles, but this is not the whole story.
Consider, for example, that 1 cubic centimeter of water contains approximately 1023
individual atoms, most of which are only of 2 types and we are certain that all of
them are from only a few hundred possibilities. Clearly, the universe is almost, but
not quite, a single thing - or nothing.
This uniformity permits measurement of astounding precision - often far beyond
what could be reasonably expected from the physical scales for which our theories
were originally developed.
The search for gravitational waves is one such experiment. Gravitational waves
are perturbations of space time metric and are a direct consequence of Einstein’s
equation describing classical gravitation. They are extremely hard to generate - to
the degree that originally there was doubt as to whether they exist at all and are not
a mathematical artifact of general relativity.
Nevertheless, with time we gained more confidence in the accuracy of general
relativity and now have indirect confirmation of the existence of gravitational waves
1
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from a binary pulsar system [1] which shows decreases in the orbital period matching
the calculated energy loss from gravitational radiation.
LIGO is an experiment to detect gravitational waves directly by comparing dis-
tances in two perpendicular directions. It has now reached the sensitivity that puts
us at the threshold of discovering gravitational radiation - provided there is a con-
venient astronomical source nearby.
One class of such sources is a rotating neutron star which is expected to emit
continuous gravitational signals. We have performed a search for such sources and
established upper limits which are presented here.
The previous searches for continuous signals have included a long coherence search
for known pulsars ([2], [3] and [4]), a short period coherent method targeted Scorpius
X-1 in selected bands and performed an all-sky search in 160-768 Hz band ([5]). A
long period semi-coherent method was used for an all-sky search in 200-400 Hz band.
A hierarchical coherent search Einstein@Home running on the BOINC infrastructure
([6]) has performed blind all-sky searches on S4 and S5 data ([7] and [8]).
PowerFlux, described in this thesis, has appeared first in the paper [9] together
with two other semi-coherent searches (Hough, Stackslide). A comparison of sensitiv-
ities was made which established that PowerFlux is more sensitive in well-behaving
regions of frequency space. A subsequent paper [10] described application of Power-
Flux to S5 data and the results of detection search. These results are presented in
chapter IV.
The signals we search for are extremely weak and require long integration times.
Thus our results are limited by computational resources and interferometer sensitiv-
ity. While the former can be partially overcome with more sophisticated algorithms
and larger computer clusters, improving the latter requires changes in the instrument
3
itself.
To aid the latter cause we present a prototype for a wavefront camera capable of
sampling a laser beam wavefront at a rate of 100 million samples per second, which
we hope will serve as a powerful instrument for gravitational wave interferometers.
CHAPTER II
Gravitational waves
The derivation of gravitational waves from the Einstein equation can be found in
the literature, for example [11] or [12].
The general form of a gravitational-wave signal is usually described in terms of
two orthogonal transverse polarizations defined as “+” with waveform h+(t) and
“×” with waveform h×(t). The calibrated response seen by an interferometric
gravitational-wave detector is then [14]
(2.1) h(t) = F+(t, α, δ, ψ)h+(t) + F×(t, α, δ, ψ)h×(t),
where t is time in the detector frame, α is the source right ascension, δ is the source
declination, ψ is the polarization angle of the wave, and F+,× are the detector an-
tenna pattern functions for the two orthogonal polarizations. For periodic (nearly
pure sinusoidal) gravitational waves, which in general are elliptically polarized, the
individual components h+,× have the form
h+(t) = A+ cos Φ(t),(2.2)
h×(t) = A× sin Φ(t),(2.3)
where A+ and A× are the amplitudes of the two polarizations, and Φ(t) is the phase
of the signal at the detector.
4
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For completeness, we will present a derivation of gravitational waves in a slightly
more general form than commonly used, by taking the cosmological constant into
account and allowing for a non-flat underlying metric. We will then assure ourselves
that the frequency drift caused by the resulting extra terms will not cause a problem
in our analysis.
2.1 Starting point




gµν R + gµνΛ = 0
Here we assume that our metric has signature (−,+,+,+).
Taking the trace of the above, we obtain
R = 4Λ
which, after substitution, yields an equivalent, but simpler equation:
Rµν = gµνΛ
We will assume that the metric tensor g̃µν is a sum of background metric gµν and
perturbation hµν :
g̃µν = gµν + hµν
The inverse gives a metric tensor that acts on covariant forms:
g̃µν = gµν − gµαhαβgβν + gµαhαβgβγhγδgδν +O(h3)
In this formula, as well as others in this paper, we use Einstein’s convention that
repeated indices are summed over.
6
The Christoffel symbols describe the unique torsion-free connection compatible









































































+ gδξgγµΓαβγΓµδξ − gδξgγµΓαµδΓβδξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
2.2 Einstein manifolds
The solutions to the equation Rµν = gµνΛ are known as Einstein manifolds. Their
full classification is not known which makes analysis difficult. As an example and to
show that such manifolds exist we will classify metrics that are conformally equivalent
to the standard Minkowski metric. The solution includes constant spacetime and anti
de Sitter spaces.
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where yα are some functions of xα alone.
The above derivation used the fact that ηαβ is diagonal and constant. However,
this leaves a fairly large group of spacetime transformations intact - namely trans-
lations and rotations from O(k, n − k). A solution of the form 2.4 obtained in one
coordinate system should still have the same form when acted on by a translation or
a rotation.
This places severe constraints on functions yα(xα) - they could be at most quadratic,
with quadratic term being an invariant of O(k, n− k):
yα(xα) = Aηαα (x
α)2 +Bαx
α + Cα
By using translations and rotations this general form can be reduced to one of
three possibilities:
• f = A - we have a plain flat metric, Λ = 0.
• f = A/ (xα0)2 for a specific index α0. This includes anti-deSitter space with
negative Λ.
9





We will now verify that these satisfy the case α = β and find how Λ depends on
constants A and B.
Instead of substituting directly, it is convenient to compute derivatives of the















































































It is now easy to substitute particular values of yα(xα):
• f = A - all derivatives vanish, Λ = 0 as expected.




sign of the cosmological constant depends on whether we chose time or space
variable xα0 . In the latter case the constant is negative (assuming positive A)
which exactly matches anti-deSitter space.













































To simplify our notation we introduce the tensor hβα = g
αµhµβ. The above equation


















To compute the Ricci tensor we will now transition to a geodesic coordinate system
with respect to metric gαβ around a particular point p. In that point Christoffel
symbols and partial derivatives of the metric tensor vanish and Ricci tensor consists














The perturbed Christoffel symbols are:
Γ̃γαβ(p) = g
γδΓαβδ(h)









































µδΓγµδ(h)− gµδΓαγδ(h)gγνΓβµν(h) = 0


























































gγδ (∇α∇γhδβ −∇δ∇γhαβ −∇α∇βhδγ +∇δ∇βhαγ)
Thus we obtain:
R̃αβ = Rαβ − hγµRµαγβ + 12g
γδ (∇α∇γhδβ −∇δ∇γhαβ −∇α∇βhδγ +∇δ∇βhαγ)
We are now in position to substitute into Einstein’s equation:
0 = R̃αβ − g̃αβΛ =
= −hγµRµαγβ + 12g
γδ (∇α∇γhδβ −∇δ∇γhαβ −∇α∇βhδγ +∇δ∇βhαγ)− hαβΛ
We rewrite this as
(2.5) ∇γ∇γhαβ +∇α∇βhγγ −∇β∇γhαγ −∇α∇γhγβ + 2hαβΛ + 2hγµRµαγβ = 0
Before proceeding further we would like to transform the second term into a form
that will prove easier to handle. This is commonly done by introducing the trace-
reversed tensor h̄:




That one needs to do this becomes clear only after attempting some calculations -
or after consulting books on the subject. The reason has likely something to do with
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the fact that conformal transformations form a group and it is thus convenient to







To deal with the last term recall that R = 4Λ and its variation is thus zero which
provides a constraint on hαβ:








∇γ∇γhαα = ∇α∇βh̄αβ −Rαβh̄αβ − h̄γµRµαγβgαβ +Rh̄αα
Remembering that Rαβ = gαβΛ this simplifies to
1
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∇γ∇γhαα = ∇α∇βh̄αβ − h̄γµRµαγβgαβ + 3Λh̄αα
Substituting into equation 2.6 and grouping similar terms, we obtain:
(2.7)













This equation admits many solutions that are merely the result of a change of
coordinates. These “gauge” degrees of freedom are convenient to factor out.
Suppose that we have a flow generated by the vector field ξα. This flow acts on
the metric tensor as
Lξgαβ = ξ
γ∇γgαβ + gαγ∇βξγ + gγβ∇αξγ
The first term vanishes as the covariant derivative commutes with the metric tensor
it is compatible with. If hαβ is a solution of equation 2.5, then
hαβ + gαγ∇βξγ + gγβ∇αξγ
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is a solution that is diffeomorphic to the original hαβ. In terms of trace-reversed
tensor, the new solution is
h̄αβ + gαγ∇βξγ + gγβ∇αξγ − gαβ∇γξγ
By focusing on a particular class of diffeomorphic solution, we can simplify the
equation for h̄αβ. Let us require that ∇βh̄αβ = 0 which would eliminate three terms
with partial derivatives. This condition is usually called transverse or Lorentz gauge
in literature. This can be achieved as long as the following equation has a solution
ξ:
(2.8) ∇β∇βξα = −∇βh̄αβ
Fortunately, this is an inhomogeneous wave equation in ξ which possesses a solution
for reasonably well-behaved metric gαβ and right hand side term. In particular, the
solution exists for non-degenerate metrics close to the Lorentz metric with very mild
conditions on the regularity of terms (such as differentiability) - which can be relaxed
by use of Sobolev spaces.
Thus, in the Lorentz gauge ∇βh̄αβ = 0 we have the following equation for the
trace-reversed perturbation h̄αβ:








This equation is clearly a wave equation in hαβ with (possibly direction dependent)
mass terms contributed by the cosmological constant and the Riemann tensor of the
underlying metric.
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2.4 Form of expected signals
2.4.1 Polarizations
For the case of a flat underlying metric (which implies Λ = 0) one easily finds
solutions of the form
h̄αβ = Hαβe
ikµxµ




Assuming non-trivial perturbation, we have kµk
µ = 0. The Lorentz gauge equation
2.8 still has some remaining freedom, as ξ is determined up to an arbitrary solution
φ of the homogeneous part. Picking it as φα = vαe
ikµxµ we find
Hαβ → Hαβ + ikβvα + ikαvβ − igαβkγvγ
Let us fix a timelike vector u that has a non-zero scalar product with k. Repre-
senting vα as λuα + v
0
α, where k
αv0α = 0 we obtain:
Hαβ → Hαβ + iλ(uαkβ + kαuβ − gαβkγuγ) + i(v0αkβ + ikαv0β)
The trace of the second term is then −2iλkαuα, and one can pick λ to null out the
trace of Hαβ. The freedom in v
0
α can be used to set Hαβu
β = 0 as the condition
Hαβk





β = −iHαβuβ + λkαuβuβ
is solvable.
We can then pick a coordinate system where u is the time coordinate and k has
15
only time and z-axis components. Then Hαβ has the following form:
H =

0 0 0 0
0 Hxx Hxy 0
0 Hxy −Hxx 0
0 0 0 0

which clearly exhibits two polarization components called “plus” and “cross”.
2.4.2 Generation of gravitational waves
While most accelerated movement of physical objects generate gravitational waves,
the waves are too weak to be detected by our instruments. The most likely sources
of observable waves are thought to be astrophysical in origin. In LIGO’s band of
interest the expected sources of continuous waves are rotating neutron stars.
Neutron stars are extremely dense objects that have undergone gravitational col-
lapse, but were just shy of the mass necessary to form a black hole. The momentum
imparted by the progenitor star induces a very high spin rate - with the highest
currently known value of 716 Hz ([15]).
A spinning neutron star can potentially produce gravitational waves via several
mechanisms: it can have a non-axisymmetric distribution of mass, it could be pre-
cessing or it could have excited r-modes ([5]). In all of these cases it is thought that
the leading terms should be quadrupolar in origin with lower order terms suppressed
by conservation of mass and momentum.
A quadrupolar source possesses an axis along which it emits circularly polarized
waves, while the waves emitted in the plane perpendicular to this axis are linearly
polarized.
The polarization of the waves as received by the observer is thus dependent on
the inclination angle ι of this axis. In situation where this axis is tilted, there is
16
an additional angle ψ that determines the mix of plus and cross polarizations. The




h0 (1 + cos
2 ι) ,
h× = h0 cos ι
For a blind search we do not know the orientation of potential sources and must
thus maximize over ι and ψ. This invariably leads to dominance of linear polariza-
tions in determining upper limits, as they contribute the smallest amount of power
to the detector.
2.4.3 Possible deviations from classical wave equation
We have seen above that in the case of flat metric and zero cosmological constant
gravitational waves obey the same wave equation as electromagnetic radiation, and
have two polarizations.
We will now address the question of how much does the assumption of flat metric
and zero cosmological constant influence a search for continuous waves.
Such a search typically involves integration over prolonged periods and is very
sensitive to small corrections to frequency. For example, in case of the PowerFlux
search (described in detail later) the frequency resolution is typically 0.55 mHz which
constitutes less than 0.4 parts per million at 1500 Hz. For coherent searches the
frequency resolution is even greater.
The potential influence of the mass terms can be manifested in two ways: as a
correction term to the magnitude of the Doppler shift and as a shift in phase of
the signal. In both cases we are concerned with the relative size of the correction
to the signal frequency. In addition, the blind searches would only be impacted
by time-dependent corrections, as constant shifts in frequency will not preclude a
detection.
17
Current measurements ([16]) restrict the cosmological constant to be below 10−52m−2 =
(3×10−18Hz · c−1)2 which will not impact any of the current LIGO searches which
cover the frequency between 50 Hz and 1500 Hz.
The Riemann tensor of a Schwarzschild solution has terms of the order of rsr3 ,
where rs is the Schwarzschild radius and r  rs. For the Earth’s surface (where
LIGO interferometers are located) this number is below (3×10−6 Hz · c−1)2 and does
not affect current searches.
An additional concern, relevant for searches that take timing from electromag-
netic observations, is whether the redshift experienced by electromagnetic and grav-
itational waves is the same or not, especially in view of mass-like terms appearing in
equation 2.9.
Suppose that the metric is static, i.e. it does not have components that de-
pend on time (both Schwarzschild or Kerr metrics possess this property). Then the
wave equation for either gravitational or electromagnetic waves will not have any



















which allows the time and space coordinates to separate via the usual ansatz Ψ =
eiωtX(xk). Thus, in this coordinate system, the frequency of the wave is constant
throughout its region of propagation and only the velocity changes.
Of course, the frequency measured in the proper time can vary, but the conversion
from the above coordinate system to the proper time does not depend on the char-
acter of the propagating wave. Thus, even though the equations for electromagnetic
and gravitational waves differ they will experience exactly the same redshift in any
static solutions of the Einstein equations, though their phase relation will, in general,
vary from one location in space to another due to different space dependent terms.
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We conclude that at the present sensitivities of searches for gravitational waves
one can use the approximation of a regular wave equation and, in particular, the




Figure 3.1: LIGO Hanford Observatory (credit: LIGO Laboratory).
LIGO H1, H2 (located in Hanford, WA,figure 3.1) and L1 (located in Livingston,
LA, see [22]) are interferometric detectors that measure strain (relative length differ-
ence) induced by gravitational waves via comparison of lengths of two perpendicular
arms. The desired sensitivity is on the order of 10−21 which presents a number of
challenges.
These detectors consist of two evacuated tubes 4 km in length (2 km for H2)
that enclose Fabry-Perot cavities. The distance measurement is made by the laser
beam travelling between large 25cm mirrors (figure 3.2) acting as free-falling masses
19
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of Initial LIGO interferometer
21
along the cavity axis. The beams exiting the optical cavities are compared in a
Michelson-Morley interferometer with an output photodiode (figure 3.3).
A good introduction to interferometric gravitational wave detectors can be found
in [13], and a detailed description of the Initial LIGO instrument can be found in
[22].
3.1 Broadband noise sources
There are several major contributors to measurement noise. Seismic noise is par-
ticularly pronounced at low frequencies and is mitigated by a multi-stage mechanical
isolation system that includes both passive and active components.
Middle frequencies are, in general, strongly affected by thermal noise from mirrors
and their suspensions. The mirrors and their suspension wires (or fibers) perform as
elastic mechanical oscillators of particularly narrow resonances (high Q). The current
material of choice is silica (SiO2), but sapphire (Al2O3) has also been explored and
will in fact be used by an upcoming Japanese detector (which, in addition, will cool
the mirrors to cryogenic temperature, see [23]).
Lastly, the high frequencies are dominated by shot noise from individual photons
striking the mirrors. To mitigate this noise, the power circulating in the cavities is
large with present values in 10-20kW range.
3.2 Narrowband noise sources
Narrowband noise sources affect only a small fraction of the spectrum, but they
complicate analysis a good deal by introducing non-Gaussianity into local spectral
bands, mimicking real signals. We have listed some sources1 in table 3.1.
1The width column refers to affected spectrum band of demodulated continuous wave gravitational wave signals,
not the spectrum space of interferometer
22
Frequency Spindown Width1 Description
Hz Hz/s Hz
×60.00 NA 1.25 power lines and their harmonics
46.70 NA 0.1 H1 calibration line
54.70 NA 0.1 L1 calibration line
265.58 −4.15×10−12 0.1 injected pulsar 0
849.06 −3.00×10−10 1 injected pulsar 1
575.16 −1.37×10−13 0.5 injected pulsar 2
108.86 −1.46×10−17 0.1 injected pulsar 3
1401.55 −2.54×10−8 0.5 injected pulsar 4
52.80 −4.03×10−18 0.1 injected pulsar 5
148.29 −6.73×10−9 2 injected pulsar 6
1220.90 −1.12×10−9 0.2 injected pulsar 7
193.75 −8.65×10−9 1.25 injected pulsar 8
763.85 −1.40×10−17 0.1 injected pulsar 9
128.00 NA 0.1 128 Hz - a strong 16 Hz harmonic
256.10 NA 0.25 256 Hz - a strong 16 Hz harmonic
350.00 NA 20 suspension mode
393.10 NA 0.25 H1 calibration line
396.70 NA 0.25 L1 calibration line
1144.30 NA 0.25 H1 calibration line
1151.91 NA 0.25 L1 calibration line
Table 3.1: Sources of narrowband noise
Power mains spectral lines (60 Hz in North America), including sidebands, typi-
cally extend 1.25 Hz in each direction and make semi-coherent analysis impractical in
these narrow bands because of highly non-Gaussian, elevated noise levels. This con-
tamination requires excluding 5% of the spectrum. Unfortunately, the Crab pulsar
rotational frequency is 29.78 Hz, which places it in the excluded area: 2ν = 59.56 Hz.
A fully coherent search, which is less susceptible to 60 Hz contamination, has been
carried out in [24].
Mirrors, suspensions and other interferometer components have internal vibration
modes that can couple to the gravitation wave channel. For example, suspension
wires create strong noise in 330− 370 Hz area and its harmonics.
Calibration lines - hardware injected signals used to gauge interferometer sensi-
tivity - and simulated pulsars (discussed below) can show up as noise. In particular,
injected signal 8 has a very large spindown, making it span a range of frequencies.
23
Digital electronics can contribute relatively weak, well localized (to a mHz level)
spikes. For example, during LIGO’s fourth science run a GPS clock was responsible
for a frequency comb with 1 Hz periodicity.
3.3 Science runs


















LLO 4km - S1 (2002.09.07)
LLO 4km - S2 (2003.03.01)
LHO 4km - S3 (2004.01.04)
LHO 4km - S4 (2005.02.26)
LHO 4km - S5 (2007.03.18)
LIGO I SRD Goal, 4km
Best Strain Sensitivities for the LIGO Interferometers
Comparisons among S1 - S5 Runs       LIGO-G060009-03-Z
Figure 3.4: Interferometer improvement between science runs. The solid black curve is the design
goal for interferometers.
The development of LIGO detectors has been marked by periods of active com-
missioning, where potentially disruptive changes in detector configuration can be
implemented, interspersed with time dedicated to acquiring scientific data. The lat-
ter periods are usually called “science runs” and are denoted by the letter S followed
by a number. The progress from S1 through S5 (and currently running S6) has seen
dramatic improvements in detector sensitivity and stability (figure 3.4).
In the following chapter (IV) we will describe searches for continuous gravitational
24
Parameter S4 S5
Start time 2005-02-22 12:00 (CST) 2005-11-04 16:00 (UTC) 2
End time 2005-03-23 00:00 (CST) 2007-10-01 00:00 (UTC)
Timebase 29.5 days ≈ 2 years
Triple coincident time ≈ 15 days ≈ 1 year
Sensitivity at 150 Hz 6.3×10−23 Hz−1/2 2.8×10−23 Hz−1/2
Table 3.2: S4 and S5 science run parameters
waves in data taken during the fourth and fifth science runs, the most sensitive to
date. Table 3.2 shows when the runs occurred and their best attained sensitivities.
The triple coincident time is important for searches looking for transient events and
is indicative of detector stability. The timebase describes the time period spanned
by the data and thus the fraction of Earth orbit traversed during this time. This
influences the contribution of Doppler shifts from Earth orbital velocity vector to
distinguishing true continuous signals from detector artifacts.
During the run a number of hardware injections were made (see table 3.3) which
provide an end-to-end test of data acquisition and analysis infrastructure. The in-
jections are performed by introducing simulated signal data into the servo control
loop, which then causes test masses to move as if the signals were caused by the
gravitational wave.
These injections require knowledge of the detector response in real time and thus
the actual injected strain amplitudes have slight differences among LIGO’s three in-
terferometers because of imperfect calibration knowledge at the time of the injection.
The last two simulated pulsars listed are binary system injections with additional or-
bital parameters that are not shown. The searches described in chapter IV use some
of these hardware injected signals for validation of the analysis pipeline. More exten-
sive software injections into the already acquired data are also used for high-statistics
evaluation of pipeline performance.
25
Index f0 df/dt RA DEC ψ A+ A×
(Hz) (Hz s−1) (rad) (rad) (rad)
0 265.57693 −4.15× 10−12 1.2488 −0.9812 0.77 4.03× 10−25 3.92× 10−25
1 849.07086 −3.00× 10−10 0.6526 −0.5140 0.36 2.58× 10−24 1.97× 10−24
2 575.16357 −1.37× 10−13 3.7569 0.0601 −0.22 7.48× 10−24 −7.46× 10−24
3 108.85716 −1.46× 10−17 3.1132 −0.5836 0.44 1.64× 10−23 −2.63× 10−24
4 1402.11049 −2.54× 10−08 4.8867 −0.2176 −0.65 2.46× 10−22 1.27× 10−22
5 52.80832 −4.03× 10−18 5.2818 −1.4633 −0.36 5.89× 10−24 4.49× 10−24
6 148.44006 −6.73× 10−09 6.2614 −1.1418 0.47 1.42× 10−24 −4.26× 10−25
7 1220.93316 −1.12× 10−09 3.8995 −0.3569 0.51 1.04× 10−23 9.98× 10−24
8 193.94977 −8.65× 10−09 6.1329 −0.5833 0.17 1.60× 10−23 2.35× 10−24
9 763.84732 −1.45× 10−17 3.4712 1.3210 −0.01 5.62× 10−24 −5.03× 10−24
10 501.23897 −7.03× 10−16 3.1132 −0.5836 0.44 6.55× 10−23 −1.05× 10−24
11 376.07013 −4.26× 10−15 6.1329 −0.5833 0.17 2.62× 10−22 −4.20× 10−23
Table 3.3: Nominal (intended) parameters for hardware injected signals for GPS reference time
793130413 s (start of S4 run).
CHAPTER IV
Search for continuous gravitational waves in LIGO S4 and
S5 data
4.1 PowerFlux
As its name suggests, the PowerFlux program estimates the incoming power of
gravitational radiation from particular directions in the sky. The Doppler frequency
modulations caused by Earth motion provides most of the discriminating power, with
detector orientation (“antenna response”) contributing in a strong but directionally
coarse manner.
We have applied this program to data collected by the LIGO instrument network
during the S4 run [9] and the first nine months of the S5 run [10] - analysis of the
full S5 data is currently in progress.
A detailed description of PowerFlux and usage manual is contained in [20] and
a comparison to alternative semi-coherent methods can be found in [9], which, in
particular, show PowerFlux to have better sensitivity in well-behaved regions of
frequency spectrum.
The computational requirements of PowerFlux can be described as moderate - a
typical all-sky search over multiple spindowns requires a few months of cluster time
to complete. This is as compared to light weight targeted searches that finish in the
matter of days or compute-intensive Einstein@Home that runs on tens of thousands
26
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Figure 4.1: PowerFlux flowchart
The PowerFlux analysis (see figure 4.1) starts by partitioning science mode time
domain data h(t) into 30 minute segments with 50% overlap. The h(t) dataset is
synthesized from data recorded during the run (see [19]) and covers the frequency
range from 30 Hz to 3000 Hz. Each segment is then Hann-windowed and subjected
to a Fourier transform. The resulting SFTs (“short” Fourier transforms) are stored
on disk. To speed up analysis, they can be distributed to individual nodes of a
computing cluster and, optionally, “striped” - converted from a one segment/all
frequencies format to a one frequency band/many segments format. The former
technique was employed in the early S5 analysis ([10]).
Each PowerFlux instance loads the data for the frequency band of interest. The
loading process is controlled by a datasets description file (an example is shown in
figure 4.2).






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SFTs to load and qualify for further analysis. Data from different detectors are always
separated into different subsets. In addition, one might want to create different
datasets for periods when interferometer had different noise floor. It is convenient to











Figure 4.3: Noise decomposition algorithm
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The SFTs from each dataset are subjected to noise decomposition that separates
the strain powers into time-dependent (called TMedians) and frequency-dependent
(FMedians) contributions, with the residuals having a zero median along time and
along frequency dimensions.
log10 (Power(t, f)) = TMedian(t) + FMedian(f) + Res(t, f)
The algorithm (see figure 4.3) has a remarkable property of always converging in a
finite number of steps for matrices of odd dimensions. In practice, the convergence is
extremely rapid for matrices of any size, with 10-15 steps sufficient to reach precision
limits of the floating point data type.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show example plots of TMedians and FMedians for hardware
injected signal 2. Since the signal was pulsed on and off during the run, the TMedian
plot x axis (labeled in hours since the beginning of the run) shows gaps. The y axis
of the plots shows logarithm of power after subtracting a normalization constant that
is necessary to prevent underflow of 32 bit real number data type. The x axis of the
FMedian plot shows frequency in Hz.
The expected signal contributes to only a few frequency bins in each SFTs and
thus constitutes a very small proportion of the entire dataset. The histogram of
the residuals (figure 4.6) is thus quite stable against injections of small to moderate
strengths. The deviations of the usual shape of this histogram can thus be used
to flag bands which possess disturbed data. Such deviations are typically due to
detector artifacts that change their frequency (“wander”) during the run and can
also include particularly loud hardware injected signals (such injected signal 3 and
8).
The SFTs are then analyzed to determine average noise level and sharp “line”






























































































































Figure 4.6: Noise decomposition residuals. Blue curve shows results of analysis of hardware injected
pulsar signal. Red curve shows analysis of simulated noise SFTs produced with pseudo-
random generator.
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most 5 of such artifacts are flagged during analysis and, when line veto is enabled, the
power from these frequency bins is not included in power sums, with corresponding
reduction in weight. This can lead to some (usually small - this strongly depends
on the timebase of the run) portions of sky contain frequency bins with particularly
small weight. This is undesirable, as even though the power sum is still perfectly
valid, a large reduction in weight leads to corresponding increase in error of the
results. Compared to their neighbours these frequency bins can then look like large
artifacts, resulting in large upper limits and spurious high-SNR outliers. To deal
with this, we employ a configurable cutoff (usually set at 20%), below which the
affected sky templates are completely excluded from the analysis.
Next, for any particular sky location we compute Doppler corrections and antenna
pattern coefficients, as well as “spindown” frequency shifts - a linear function of time
meant to account for slow changes in source frequency. These are applied to a narrow
band of frequency space consisting of 501 bins spanning a 0.25-Hz band to provide
a vector of power sums. The number of bins was chosen to be high enough to yield
good statistics for background estimation while assuring an approximately white
(flat) spectrum in most searched bands. Additionally we wanted to avoid known
1-Hz artifacts in a significant proportion of analyzed frequency space which affected
S4 and earlier science runs and were caused by imperfect data acquisition electronics.
During S4 and S5 analysis the antenna pattern coefficients were computed for 4
linear polarizations offset by π
8
from each other and for a circular polarization. The
former polarizations produce the worst case upper limit, while the latter samples a
high-sensitivity region of parameter space.
35








where wk(t) are the time dependent weights for polarization number k, Wk =∑
twk(t) is the total weight and P (i, t) denotes power in bin i of SFT obtained
at time t. Ak(t) stands for amplitude response at time t.
The antenna pattern coefficients and noise decomposition data, computed previ-
ously, are used to establish power sum weights and cutoff values that define weights
too small to make a significant contribution. This results in significant savings of
computing resources. For example, the time to compute a power sum for a single
linear polarization is approximately half of the time spent on computing a circular
polarization sum.
The weights used are
wk(t) = Ak(t)
210−2TMedian(t)
i.e. the inverse square (up to a constant) of standard deviation of sum components
P (i, t)/Ak(t). This results in the smallest possible standard deviation of the power
sum PSumk(i) (see [20]).
Having obtained a vector of strain power sums, it is analyzed for power excess
(possibly indicating a presence of a signal) using the Feldman-Cousins algorithm
[21] and for compliance with Gaussian noise, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
with in-sample estimation of normal distribution parameters. High values of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic are usually due to detector artifacts, especially very
sharp spectral features.
36
Figure 4.7: Typical sky dependence of upper limits due to antenna pattern.
Figure 4.8: Distribution of upper limits and signal to noise ratios.
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4.2 Setting of upper limits
During operation, PowerFlux produces a local upper limit on strain power and
maximum signal-to-noise ratio for each 0.25 Hz band, given a particular sky location,
spindown and orientation parameters. For ease of understanding, this data is reduced
by maximizing over polarizations, sky locations or frequencies and then written into
log files, binary files and plots. For upper limits it makes sense to report separately
worst-case results (linear polarizations) and best-case results (circular polarization).
The average upper limit value can vary greatly over the sky. This variation is
largely dependent on detector declination, though some diurnal variance is present
as well, especially for short data runs (see figure 4.7). Signal-to-noise ratios do not
exhibit this dependence.
For publication the results are further reduced by computing maximums over sky
locations in a large area. This maximum is significantly larger than the average
value, as illustrated in figure 4.8.
At this moment we have published results from two science runs: S4 [9] and early
S5 [10].
4.3 Validation
The correctness of the PowerFlux pipeline has been checked in multiple ways:
• The code contains internal diagnostics that serve both to validate portions of
the PowerFlux code and as a check that compilation went correctly.
• We have performed numerous software injection runs, where the simulated signal
was added to interferometer data or to pseudo-random Gaussian noise. These
checks were done both using internal signal injection code and using external,
38
independently written tools.
• An analysis of hardware injected signals was carried out, which provided an
end-to-end pipeline test.
• A line-by-line review of PowerFlux code was conducted by scientists outside of
the continuous waves working group.
Figure 4.9: Upper limit versus injected strain
Figure 4.9 shows results of one of the earliest Monte-Carlo runs. It consisted of
8000 software injections in the 200-300 Hz frequency band with locations uniformly
distributed on the sky. The orientations of the injected signals were fixed to be linear,
39
as this provides the smallest amount of power to the detector. The reconstructed up-
per limits are almost always above the blue curve of injected signal strain, providing
96.3% frequentist success rate. This number was computed from data depicted on
the figure excluding region on the left that shows points with injected strains below
or close to background level.
Multiple such runs were performed for each analysis in order to validate changes
to the code, to assure correct behaviour of the algorithms dealing with detector
artifacts, to determine run parameters such as spindown stepping and to establish
coincidence criteria between interferometers.























Figure 4.10: Comparison of efficiency between Hough, StackSlide and PowerFlux
In addition, injection runs were used to compare PowerFlux to Hough and Stack-
Slide semi-coherent algorithms (figure 4.10, also see [9]). It was found that Power-
Flux has the highest efficiency in well-behaved frequency bands among these three
40
algorithms, while Hough and StackSlide have better efficiency in highly disturbed
frequency bands.
4.4 S4 run results
The detailed exposition of the first published PowerFlux results is in the S4 all-
sky pulsar search paper [9]; here we will provide a summary. The search covered the
50-1000 Hz frequency band and spindowns (df
dt
) between 0 and −10−8 Hz s−1.
LIGO’s fourth science run lasted approximately one month. As this is a small
fraction of the Earth’s orbit around the sun, the Earth’s orbital velocity vector
was almost stationary, leading to a large correlation between Doppler shifts and
spindown corrections. Moreover, for sky locations orthogonal to the average Earth
velocity vector, the Doppler shifts were more than 10 times smaller, resulting in high
susceptibility to detector artifacts.









where s is the spindown being sampled, f is the frequency searched, ~Ω is the Earth’s
angular velocity vector, ~vavg is the average detector velocity, and ~̂r is a unit sky
position vector. Smaller values of S parameter indicate regions of parameter space
more susceptible to stationary detector artifacts.
For this particular run we used the cutoff abs(S) > Slarge = 3.08×10−9 Hz/s to
determine areas of “good sky” (skyband 0 in figure 4.11), with the other 10 areas
corresponding to S values from 0 to Slarge. An example of sky partitioning is shown
in figure 4.11. The 10 skybands allowed fine tuning of the actual cutoff after the
production run is complete. And indeed, in the case of H1 the reported data include
41
Figure 4.11: Example sky partitioning during S4 run using S parameter. Higher numbered bands
indicate areas more susceptible to stationary detector artifacts.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.12: Influence of the S parameter in 140.50− 140.75 Hz band of H1 data. The vertical axis









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.13: Influence of spindown mismatch in 140.50− 140.75 Hz band of H1 data. The vertical
axis shows difference between the upper limit and the injected strain value. The
horizontal axis shows injected strain value, the demodulation was performed assuming
0 spindown.
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skybands 0 through 4 (corresponding to cutoff of 1.848×10−9 Hz/s), while L1 data
includes skyband 0 alone due to larger influence of detector artifacts. The values
chosen are generally conservative, as seen from the Monte-Carlo run for H1 (figure
4.12), where the “excess strain” (derived upper limit minus true value) is safely
positive for large |S|.
The spindown stepping for high frequency bands was chosen to be 10−9 Hz/s
which is quite conservative as seen in figure 4.13 (similar plots were obtained for
injections in 550-600 Hz region). As the plot shows we could have used the same
spindown stepping for all bands, except that at low frequency the partitioning of sky
into bands would change too rapidly with such large spindown values. Therefore, a
five times finer spindown stepping was used in the 50-200 Hz band.
A sample plot in figure 4.14 shows the most sensitive region of interferometer
frequency space. The points have been color coded to reflect different noise environ-
ments encountered by PowerFlux.
The background noise level is shown in arbitrary units as a pale pink curve. We
would generally expect the upper limits to conform to its shape. The green curve
shows established upper limits with no anomalies.
Pale cyan dots correspond to 60-Hz regions which show contamination from power
lines.
Blue dots show bands where the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test exceeded 0.07. This is
indicative of distorted, non-Gaussian backgrounds, and we do not claim any limits
in the affected bands.
Red diamonds mark bands where a wandering line has been detected. By itself
this does not invalidate upper limits, but usually does lead to elevated numbers. The
two clusters of red diamonds at 108 and 193 Hz correspond to hardware injected
44
Figure 4.14: S4 H1 results in the most sensitive region of frequency space, strain
45
simulated pulsar signals. These were quite strong, leading to their misclassification
as a wandering line.
Figure 4.15: S4 H1 results, strain
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 shows upper limits for the entire searched spectrum.
4.5 Early S5 results
The entire S5 run lasted nearly 2 years, accumulating more than 1 year of triple
coincidence time among the three LIGO interferometers. As of this moment, the
analysis of first 9 months of S5 is complete ([10]). Since this run had a much longer
time base (the interval between first and last pieces of data) the Doppler shifts
exhibited a larger variation, resulting in a more uniform distribution of upper limits
over the sky and better localization of potential signals (see figures 4.17 and 4.18).
Thus, instead of using S parameter which relies on large average Doppler shift,
46
Figure 4.16: S4 L1 results, strain
Figure 4.17: Signal to noise ratio of cross polarization for injected signal 2 during S4 run
47
Figure 4.18: Signal to noise ratio for injected signal 2 during S5 run
Figure 4.19: Sky partitioning during S5. The two small odd shaped regions near the ecliptic poles
contain points susceptible to stationary detector artifacts
48
it made sense to separate the sky into 4 portions (figure 4.19): the equatorial band
(with worst upper limits, red curves, see figure 4.20), the polar caps (with best upper
limits, blue curves), the intermediate bands (green curves) and the region strongly
affected by stationary instrumental artifacts (not shown). The upper limit curves for
valid data (excluding 60 Hz lines, regions of non-Gaussianity and regions affected by
instrumental artifacts) are shown in figure 4.20. We note that at smaller frequencies
and for spindown values close to zero the instrumental artifacts affected a significant




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.20: Early S5 results, strain
In addition to establishing upper limits we performed an opportunistic detection
49
























Figure 4.21: Excluded sky area (percent) in early S5 results
search by analyzing coincidences between local signal-to-noise ratio outliers of H1
and L1 interferometers.
For coincidence we required that the H1 and L1 candidates each have an SNR
value greater than 6.25, their frequency difference be less than 10/1800 Hz, their
spindowns be less than 4×10−10 Hz s−1 apart and their sky templates lie within 0.14
radians of each other. These parameter values have been chosen after extensive
testing with simulated pulsar injections.
Most of our coincidences were due to more or less easily identifiable detector
artifacts (table 4.1), in fact the particular SNR cutoffs were chosen in order to limit
the number of candidates to follow up while still reaching the interesting area of
coincidences with no identifiable cause, which are listed in table 4.2. Those were
subjected to more intensive scrutiny, including analysis with additional data from S5
run. The conclusion was that they do not constitute a detection, as analysis using
combined H1 and L1 data does not show the expected SNR increase. Nor do we see
50
Frequency Spindown H1 SNR L1 SNR Source
(Hz) (Hz s−1)
89.9 1.0× 10−10 9.96 6.35 Electromagnetic interference
90.0 1.0× 10−10 9.96 6.35 Data acquisition clocking artifact
353.7 −4.0× 10−9 6.81 6.72 Electromagnetic interference
548.3 −4.3× 10−9 6.35 6.28 Electromagnetic interference
645.6 −1.9× 10−9 7.07 9.85 Likely L1 MC violin mode
649.6 −6.0× 10−10 6.45 7.11 Unknown, but seen in auxiliary channels
671.2 −4.1× 10−9 6.32 6.64 Likely H1 & L1 RM 2nd violin harmonics
941.1 −2.0× 10−9 6.50 6.67 Unknown L1 line
1006.6 −4.5× 10−9 6.28 6.98 Unknown L1 line
Table 4.1: List of coincidence candidates for which manual inspection immediately revealed an
explanatory detector or environmental artifact. Violin modes and 60 Hz harmonics have
been excluded from this list, along with artifacts due to hardware-injected pulsars.
Frequency band Spin-down
(Hz) (Hz s−1) H1 SNR L1 SNR
867.2 −4.3× 10−9 6.27 6.30
941.0 −2.0× 10−9 6.50 6.67
967.8 −1.5× 10−9 6.26 6.33
979.5 −5.0× 10−9 6.40 6.29
1058.6 −5.0× 10−10 6.83 6.38
1070.2 −3.0× 10−10 6.72 6.99
Table 4.2: List of coincidence candidates for which no instrumental spectral artifacts were observed.
an increase in SNR with longer integration times.
In particular, Monte-Carlo runs show that if we start with a coincidence that has
SNR > 5.5, then the signal-to-noise ratio of a run that combines the data from both
interferometers should show an increase by 2 units in at least 90% of the cases (see
figure 4.22) and none of the unidentified coincidences pass this test. In addition, the
studies using software injections above 850 Hz show that coincidence criteria can be
tightened to 1 mHz in frequency and 0.02 radians in sky location with only a small
loss of efficiency, and none of the above candidates pass these tighter constraints.
4.6 Sensitivity, performance and future searches
The early S5 results presented above are the most sensitive blind search results
to date. They are expected to be superseded by full S5 results from PowerFlux and
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PowerFlux sensitivity scales as fourth root of the number of averaged SFTs and
square root of coherence time.
While, theoretically, searches with longer coherence times should be more sensitive
than a semi-coherent search, in practice the sensitivity is more than a matter of longer
integration time. Indeed, considerations such as researcher time and availability of
new and better data play an important role. In particular, the influence of detector
artifacts is often only visible when the entire frequency range is covered and finding
the optimal way to deal with them can require multiple iterations and many injection
runs.
In addition, shorter coherence times have an immunity to a small perturbation of
incoming signal, such as would be caused by a gas giant orbiting close to a neutron
star or glitches due to relaxation of neutron star crust.
PowerFlux computational speed depends largely on the magnitude of Doppler
shifts which dictate both sky resolution and coherence length. Because of this de-
pendence the time to process a single 0.25 Hz frequency band grows as the square
of the frequency. It is therefore tempting to increase the coherence interval at low
frequencies. Doubling this interval will increase the sensitivity by 19% and, more
importantly, improve resiliency to detector artifacts.
The last goal is of particular importance, as the study of high SNR outliers is
limited by how many coincidences we can investigate in detail. Dealing with detector
artifacts thus directly (and greatly) improves sensitivity of detection search.
The full-S5 search is now in progress. It has two major changes from the early
S5 results described above. First, the upper limits code has been rewritten to be
more modular and to better handle closely spaced spindowns and Doppler shifts. It
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has shown an increase in computation speed by a factor of 10 at high frequencies.
Secondly, instead of searching for high-SNR outliers in H1 and L1 data separately,
the search is performed on H1, L1 and combined H1-L1 data simultaneously, and the
high-SNR threshold is established on the combined H1-L1 data, which is then used
to find close H1 and L1 outliers with SNR > 5 (as compared with the SNR > 6.25
condition used in early S5 search).
LIGO’s sixth science run has just started acquiring data, and we expect to have
data with 2 times better sensitivity at high frequencies and improved prospects for
a detection. For this analysis it is planned to improve PowerFlux with a capability
to coherently combine simultaneous SFTs from different interferometers.
CHAPTER V
Wavefront camera
As the laser beam is a core component of the interferometer, one needs to monitor
its quality and to understand its behaviour. A wavefront camera is a device for
observing the cross section of the laser beam at RF frequencies.
Such a device can be employed for observing sideband shape, monitoring thermal
effects on interferometer optics and as a diagnostic for misalignment.
As with oscilloscopes, there are many different approaches - one can sample the
beam one pixel at a time and scan across the cross section, one can make short
exposure images and one can digitize multiple pixels at high speeds. For our design
we have chosen the last because of its flexibility and lack of assumptions about laser
beam behaviour and because of better scalability.
As the LIGO interferometers modulate laser beams at 20-40 MHz we wanted a
prototype capable at sampling at 100 MHz at least four channels, with an eye towards
building a camera with hundreds, if not thousands, of channels. This necessitated
great attention to per-channel costs.
The camera naturally splits into four subsystems:
• Computer interface/data readout unit




• Light sampling optics
5.1 Computer interface/data readout unit
This part of the system should acquire the data, buffer it and transmit to a
regular computer for analysis. The smallest reasonable resolution of analog to digital
converters is 8 bits, which implies a data acquisition rate of 100 MB/sec, 400 MB/sec
for four channels. This presents severe constraints both in terms of board electronics
and computer interface.
At the moment there are few commodity high speed interfaces available for such
a project:
• USB - version 2.0 can reach speeds as high as 30 MB/sec. This is marginally
sufficient for near real time observation, provided some data reduction tech-
nique (like band pass) is employed. True real time transfers over USB require
isochronous mode, which has a substantially smaller bandwidth. There are
multiple interface chips on the market, including a very convenient CY7C68013
from Cypress Semiconductor.
• SATA - currently available interfaces can reach speeds of 100 MB/sec or more,
but implementation is hampered by the lack of a convenient interface chip. One
could deploy an FGPA for such purpose, but it would have to be capable of high
speed serial link (at least 1.5 Gb/sec). Low cost FPGAs with such capabilities
are just starting to appear and might present an interesting opportunity for new
design. In particular, it might be possible to use a high-end RAID array card
as a way to deliver data from multiple boards.
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• Ethernet - 1Gb/sec is capable of delivering 80-90 MB/sec streams, and a 10 Gb/sec
variant should be able to carry real time data of eight channels. There are many
interface chips available on the market, but they are either specific to computer
networking applications or accept data via interfaces not easily accessible by
low-cost FPGAs.
• PCI/PCI Express - a regular 32 bit PCI bus can handle 100 MB/sec stream, but
this would likely put a lot of strain on the computer I/O subsystem. The newer
PCI Express bus can handle a much larger bandwidth with GB/sec utilized by
computer graphics hardware. PCI Express is a serial interface and thus requires
more expensive FPGAs. In addition typical computer mainboards have only a
few high speed channels, limiting the number of devices one can connect.
Out of all these possibilities we strongly prefer Ethernet due to strong commercial
and public support - there are many low-cost switches and interface cards, along with
example code and documentation. There are also advantages of easy integration with
existing computing clusters and the ability to separate data collection from processing
equipment (which, for example, would have a benefit of eliminating computer fan
noise).
Our ideal board would have a gigabit PHY chip, an FPGA dedicated to network
control and a data acquisition and processing FPGA with user uploadable bitstream
and at least 32 high speed input/output pins dedicated for data exchange with ex-
ternal device.
Unfortunately, there is no practical commercial device that meets this description.
There are many boards with a 100 Mbit interface which is too slow for our purpose.
There are boards with gigabit PHYs and high-end FPGAs, but they are very expen-
sive due to the FPGA cost and also because of closed-source software necessary to
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program the FPGA.
It should be possible to produce a custom board. This allows better control of
FPGA pin utilization and more flexibility. The disadvantage is the larger develop-
ment time and increased cost. In addition, larger FPGAs are produced only in BGA
packages which consist of a grid of small solder balls on the underside of the package.
We are not aware of any economical way to work with such chips in small quantities.
At best one can opt to use a hot air iron or an oven, but this would exclude any way
of correcting attachment errors. A socket is possible, but they often cost as much or
more than the actual chip.
Thus after review of many alternatives we have settled on using the Nexys board
produced by Digilent. This board has a 40-pin high speed connector, USB 2.0 inter-
face using CY7C68013 chip (which, unfortunately, was connected in such a way as
to cut available bandwidth in half) and a Xilinx Spartan FPGA. Our version with a
120M gate FPGA was priced at $120. For comparison, the same FPGA chip is $60
in single quantities, and it costs around $200 to produce a custom four-layer printed
circuit board.
5.2 Analog to digital conversion board
It is possible to purchase a commercial digitizer board. While many of these
boards have very good specifications, most have smaller sampling rates (below 60
MHz) which is possibly an artifact of PCI bus transfer speeds. High-speed boards
typically cost at least $1000 per channel, and we are not aware of any PCI or PCI
Express board with four fast analog channels.
Therefore we have constructed our own board. Each channel consists of one
Analog Devices analog to digital converter AD9283 and one amplifier AD8369. The
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Figure 5.1: Nexys board by Digilent, Inc.
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latter is a variable gain amplifier with digital gain control.
In addition, there are two PCA9539D expander chips that set the gain on the
amplifiers, control power down mode and a few diagnostic LEDs.
Figure 5.2: Analog to digital converter board
5.3 Sensor unit
One of the less trivial aspects of designing the camera is the choice of sensor for
conversion of light intensity into electrical signal. We provide a brief overview of
available devices:
• CCD/CMOS sensors - in theory, these sensors could provide the necessary speed
and accuracy. However, all currently available devices are designed for relatively
slow exposure times and readout. This is not too surprising if one considers that
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an 8x8 matrix sampled at 100 MHz produces a stream of 6.4 GB/s. A chip capa-
ble of safely transmitting that much data requires very careful design, while the
relatively small resolution limits possible applications. A larger 256x256 matrix
would result in 65 TB/s stream presenting an enticing engineering challenge. It
is possible to achieve small exposure times by using a microchannel plate, but
this provides only a single frame.
• PIN photodiodes - these are the conventional RF sensing devices. Many models
are available in a reasonable price range. One big issue is that photodiodes
produce current, not voltage, which needs to be converted by a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA). Barring exotic sensing schemes [25], a transimpedance amplifier
acts as if we discharged our photodiode through a sufficiently large resistor. The
bandwidth then becomes dependent on the RC product of the sensing resistance
and the internal capacitance of the photodiode. To reduce capacitance a typical
low-cost high-speed photodiode has a very small sensing area, on the order of
0.25mm2.
• PIN/TIA modules - these are relatively new devices consisting of a PIN photo-
diode and transimpedance amplifier in a single package. They are manufactured
in large quantities for optical networking hardware. There are commercial mod-
ules with bandwidth as high as 10 GHz. Most come equipped with specialized
connectors that mate to single-mode or multi-mode fibers.
• Avalanche photodiodes - these operate at fairly large reverse voltage and com-
bine high amplification with fast response. They are commonly used in high
speed data links. At the moment we are not aware of any low cost models
available in small quantities.
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• Photomultipliers - most models have 10ns or slower response. Conventional
models have difficulties correlating light intensity and output current (as they
were made to count single photons).
• Photoresistors - these are fairly slow devices with millisecond response times.
At this point only PIN photodiodes or PIN/TIA modules would allow a large
channel count at a reasonable cost. We have explored three different possibilities:
• Plain OP906 photodiodes (made by Optek, Inc.) operated in a photovoltaic
mode. These were discharged into a 50 Ohm impedance which should allow for
at least 150 MHz bandwidth. The plastic lens obviates the need for a separate
optics frontend (see figure 5.3) which would make alignment easy. The drawback
is the expected poor sensitivity and susceptibility to noise.
Figure 5.3: Sensor frontend built with OP906 photodiodes
• OPF2416 PIN/TIA modules (also, by Optek, Inc., figure 5.4). These modules
have a standard ST connector that accepts a multimode fiber optic cable with
core diameter as large as 100 um and they are rated for a 125 MHz bandwidth.
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Complete frontend board is shown on figure 5.5.
Figure 5.4: Photodiode module OPF2416T by Optek, Inc.
Figure 5.5: Sensor frontend board built with OPF2416T modules
• PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 PIN/TIA modules (by JDS Uniphase, figure 5.6) with 2.5 GHz
bandwidth. These modules come with a connector that accepts a 1.25 mm fer-
rule, such as found in SC fiber optic connectors. In application, these plastic
connectors were removed exposing a small ball lens. The modules were inte-
grated with the optics unit and connected to the analog to digital converters
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via differential 50 Ohm cables (see figure 5.7).
Figure 5.6: PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 module
Figure 5.7: Sensor frontend board built with PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 modules
5.4 Firmware and software
There are several programmable components of the design (5.8). The prototype
host data acquisition program was written in Python mostly due to the ease of































Figure 5.8: Firmware and software architecture
Figure 5.9: Electronics box, shown with frontend based on OPF2416T modules
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Figure 5.10: A display snapshot during 1 − 30 MHz frequency sweep of PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 based
frontend. The upper plot shows frequency increasing from 20 to 30 MHz, after which
the sweep resets. The middle plot shows averaged power spectrum for the last data
acquisition stretch. The bottom plot shows data for the last captured waveform. The
beam was off center, focused on channel 1, see also figure 5.14
written in C and compiled with the SDCC ([17]) compiler.
The most complicated piece was the firmware for the FPGA. While conceptually
simple, the 100 MHz operating speed is right at the border of what is possible for this
chip, and careful attention needed to be paid to clocks and data paths. The firmware
was implemented in Verilog using Xilinx Webkit. The FIFOs were generated by
special purpose Xilinx tools in order to best use available hardware resources. We
have also borrowed the I2C controller module from OpenCores project([18]).
The assembled electronics box (5.9) was tested and was found to respond to several
micro Watts of modulated light. Figure 5.10 shows a screenshot of the host program
displaying data from a frequency sweep signal in real time. The top plot shows the
evolution of high signal to noise ratio lines over time. The X axis is in seconds with
gaps due to the time taken by the laptop computer to update the plot. The Y axis
is frequency. Different colors mark data from different channels, blue corresponds to
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channel 0, red is channel 1, green is channel 2 and black is channel 4.
The middle plot shows averaged power spectrum data with low frequencies ex-
cluded - they contain noise peaks which are likely due to coupling of digital signals via
power supply lines.1 The peaks at the signal frequency are clearly visible. Different
channels respond differently, as the beam is off-center.
The bottom plot shows snapshots of time-domain data from four channels. The
X axis is in 10 ns units, the Y axis are counts from analog to digital converters. For
clarity, the curves have been offset by 200 units.
5.5 Input optics
While the OP906 photodiode comes with its own lens built into the packaging,
both PIN/TIA modules require additional optics to guide the sections of the laser
to the sensors.
A single channel device is constructed of a machined acetal plate and an acrylic
ball lens, see figure 5.11. In the case of a OPF2416T module it couples to a multimode
fiber, while a PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 is directly inserted into the channel after removing
the plastic casing from the module. In both cases we have used a 0.5” acrylic ball,
but varied the diameter of the hole and the thickness of the plate. Acetal was chosen
over aluminum to prevent the fiber optic ferrule from becoming jammed in the hole.
A multiple-channel device is shown in figures 5.7 and 5.12. In both cases a trans-
parent acrylic plate is used to retain the balls, which have been machined to a square




Figure 5.11: Single channel multimode fiber coupler
5.6 Testing
The testing of the wavefront camera components proceeded throughout the de-
velopment cycle. First, the FPGA board, individual photodiodes and PIN/TIA
modules were checked for correct operation. Next, the analog-to-digital converter
board was assembled and connected to FPGA. A small error in the I2C bus connec-
tions was found and fixed. Then we assembled the sensor boards and tested each
sensor individually.
Lastly, the optics frontends were developed and tested. This stage proved to be
the most difficult, as we did not have access to a light source of sufficient power and
modulation depth. For testing we used a homemade laser module (figure 5.13) based
on a 850 nm OPV314 VCSEL laser from Optek, Inc. This provides 10-50 µW of
power depending on whether it is coupled directly to the sensor or over a distance
via a focusing lens.
1An additional source of noise is the offset compensation loop of the amplifiers, however it is configured to operate
at a very low frequency.
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Figure 5.13: Laser diode module used in testing
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The baseline design consisting of four OP906 photodiodes was easy to align and
showed bandwidth extending to at least 10 MHz. However, one had to use the
maximum gain settings on the amplifiers to see the signal, and testing of higher
frequencies could not be done because of a rising noise floor.
The design based on the OPF2416T connected via multimode fibers was found to
be unsatisfactory for two reasons.
First, less than a hundredth of the incident light was coupled into the fibers. The
major cause is the small acceptance angle. Since the sampled beam has to span all
the optics, only a small portion of the area is being utilized. In addition, there are
strong interference effects which further degrade coupling efficiency.
Secondly, the diffraction effects make the device very sensitive to vibration - tap-
ping the prototype produced visible variation in the light output from the fibers.
While the first issue can be mitigated with smaller lens apertures and more closely
spaced fibers, the small size of the fiber core would require illumination with an
incoherent beam to get rid of noise coupling which limits possible applications.
The design based on the PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 modules was more successful, pro-
ducing strong signals after a moderate alignment effort (see figures 5.10 and 5.14 -
they show results of a frequency sweep from 1 MHz to 30 MHz where the expanded
beam was aimed on one sensor element). It has two limitations: first, the large cou-
pling lens and the small lens built into the module produce Keplerian telescope with
≈ 9 magnification power. This made alignment much more critical than we would
have preferred. Secondly, the acrylic ball lenses did not self-align sufficiently to work
out of the box; some tweaking was required. This is due to friction of the retaining
acrylic plate. A better design would be to machine the balls into a cylindrical shape




























Figure 5.14: Response of PL-SLR-00-S23-C1 frontend to frequencies in the range of 1-30 MHz,
beam off center and focused on channel 1, see also figure 5.10
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5.7 Scalability and future directions
Our goal has been to demonstrate feasibility of building an economical direct
sampled data acquisition system capable of sampling a laser beam cross section at
100 mega samples per second or faster in 10×10 channel matrix or larger. We believe
this has been achieved. Specifically:
• The part cost of sensors and electronics boards is less than $350 for four chan-
nels. Thus 100 channels can be achieved for under $9000 - the price of a medium
range oscilloscope. Furthermore, for some applications it is sufficient to only
sample a few mixes of sensor signals at a time - this can be achieved with fewer
channels and an analog mixer controlled via FPGA.
• The optics frontend can be fabricated using regular machine shop techniques.
For a larger device, instead of using acrylic balls we recommend either finding
a good commercial multi-lens array or fabricating our own plastic lens from a
form machined with high precision CNC machine. The latter would allow to
tailor the lens properties to our application.
• During testing we used 850 nm communications VCSEL laser, as opposed to
1050 nm utilized in LIGO interferometers. The coefficient of refraction for
acrylic does not change appreciably over this frequency range, so the same
optics design can be utilized.
CHAPTER VI
Conclusion
The search for gravitational waves is an exciting new frontier of exploration, pre-
senting challenges of analytical, computational and technical nature.
We have presented the results of searches for continuous wave gravitational radi-
ation with PowerFlux. At the highest frequency sampled of 1100 Hz we are sensitive
to neutron stars of equatorial ellipticity 10−6 within 500 pc range (see [9] for formulas
relating range and sensitivity). This ellipticity is below the upper range possible for
conventional neutron stars (see [26]) and orders of magnitude lower than what could
be sustained by a strange quark star (see [27]).
Presently only ∼ 25 neutron stars emitting in radio or X-rays are known within
500 pc [28], compared to O(104 − 105) electromagnetically quiet neutron stars that
we expect from birth rate calculations [29], although, of course, the number acces-
sible to LIGO [30] and remaining in this volume [31] would be much smaller. New
opportunities to find electromagnetically quiet neutron stars await in the ongoing
analysis of full S5 data and later science runs.
We have also described a prototype for a wavefront camera and the path to build-
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